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They’ve crossed the line… Carrie O’Connor, elite CIS operative, while rescuing two hostages
in the Central African Republic, suffers the loss of a loyal local ally. Carrie understands the
severity of the situation only later, when she discovers his daughter is kidnapped, along with a
group of young school children. They’ve gone too far… Carrie and her partner anxiously take
on an even deadlier mission: rescue the children before it’s too late. As Carrie suspects the
terrorists have the backing of a corrupt, high-ranking politician who will stop at nothing to hold
on to power, she fears the worst. They’ll have to pay… Can Carrie change her strategy at the
eleventh hour to ensure no child is lost and outplay the terrorists so that they get what they
deserve? Find out in Unknown Operative, Carrie’s latest adrenaline-filled spy thriller. Buckle in
for a long, white-knuckle ride until the very last page. Reviews ????? “Tons of
action…gripping.” ????? “Full of constant action…great character.” ????? “Carrie is a character
who is easy, in my opinion, to become connected with because she is so unrelenting,
determined, seemingly fearless and fiercely loyal to those for whom she cares.” ?????
“Unknown Operative would make a magnificent movie, a terrific TV series, or a riveting,
rampaging VR game - but as a spy-thriller story it's spectacular and second to none.” The
Carrie Chronicles Spy Thriller Series With hundreds of five-star reviews and thousands of
sales and downloads. Each book is a clean, self-contained story without cliffhangers and can
be enjoyed on its own. If Daniel Silva, David Baldacci, or Lee Child is one of your favorite
authors, you'll love Unknown Operative by Ethan Jones, master spy thriller author. Scroll up,
click, and enjoy your heart-pounding new adventure with agent O'Connor now.
The flight of Gemini 4 in June 1965 was conducted barely four years after the first Americans
flew in space. It was a bold step by NASA to accomplish the first American spacewalk and to
extend the U.S. flight duration record to four days. This would be double the experience gained
from the six Mercury missions combined. This daring mission was the first to be directed from
the new Mission Control at the Manned Spacecraft Center near Houston, Texas. It also
revealed that: Working outside the spacecraft would require further study. Developing the
techniques to rendezvous with another object in space would not be as straightforward as
NASA had hoped. Living in a small spacecraft for several days was a challenging but
necessary step in the quest for even longer flights. Despite the risks, the gamble that
astronauts Jim McDivitt and Ed White undertook paid off. Gemini 4 gave NASA the confidence
to attempt an even longer flight the next time. That next mission would simulate the planned
eight-day duration of an Apollo lunar voyage. Its story is recounted in the next title in this
series: Gemini 5: Eight Days in Space or Bust.
The fourth book in the heart-warming White Giraffe series by Lauren St John, featuring the
African adventures of Martine and her magical white giraffe. When a sinister stranger calls at
Sawubona, Martine is in for a shock. He claims he's the rightful owner of the reserve and every
animal in it, including the white giraffe. With just thirteen days to save her home, Martine and
Ben stowaway on a plane to Namibia, where the key to the mystery lies. But trouble follows
them to the desert dunes. There, they uncover a plot to destroy a herd of rare elephants. And
to rescue them, they need the help of the elephants themselves.
The British Copyright Act of 1709 protected proprietors of books and music printed after 10
April 1710 who gave copies to the Company of Stationers in London. Upon receipt of a copy,
usually within days of its first publication, the Stationers' Hall warehouse keeper entered details
into a register. They included the date of registration, the name of the work's proprietor (its
author or, if copyright had been transferred, its publisher), and the work's full title, which
normally named the composer and the writer of any text and often named the work's
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performers and dedicatee. Although some publishers put the words 'Entered at Stationers' Hall'
on title-pages without actually depositing copies, the information in the registers about the
many works that were registered has significant bibliographic value. Because the music entries
have not previously been printed and access to them has been difficult, they generally have
been ignored by cataloguers and scholars, with the consequence that numerous musical works
of this period have been misdated in libraries and reference books. This book makes available,
for the first time, the full text of the music entries at Stationers' Hall from 1710 to 1810 and
abbreviated details of works entered from 1811 to 1818. Its value is enhanced by the inclusion
of locations of copies of most works, together with indexes of composers, authors, performers
and dedicatees, and an explanatory introduction by the compiler.

A New York Times Bestseller! A "raucous trip through the odd corners of our alphabet."
—The New York Times Let's get real—the English language is bizarre. A might be for
apple, but it's also for aisle and aeons. Why does the word "gnat" start with a G but the
word "knot" doesn't start with an N? It doesn't always make sense, but don't let these
rule-breaking silent letters defeat you! This whimsical, funky book from Raj Haldar (aka
rapper Lushlife) turns the traditional idea of an alphabet book on its head, poking fun at
the most mischievous words in the English language and demonstrating how to
pronounce them. Fun and informative for word nerds of all ages!
Death is a taboo in most societies in the world. But what if we have got this completely
wrong? What if death was not the catastrophe it is made out to be but an essential
aspect of life, rife with spiritual possibilities for transcendence? For the first time,
someone is saying just that. n this unique treatise-like exposition, Sadhguru dwells
extensively upon his inner experience as he expounds on the more profound aspects of
death that are rarely spoken about. From a practical standpoint, he elaborates on what
preparations one can make for one's death, how best we can assist someone who is
dying and how we can continue to support their journey even after death. Whether a
believer or not, a devotee or an agnostic, an accomplished seeker or a simpleton, this
is truly a book for all those who shall die!
Provides a list of nearly seven hundred children's books published between 2000 and
2004 that deal with international themes and topics.
Eleven-year-old ace detective Laura Marlin is whirled into a breathtaking Russian
adventure in her fourth gripping mystery, from award-winning author Lauren St John.
When Laura Marlin's Siberian husky, Skye, saves an actress's life, she and her best
friend, Tariq, receive a surprise invitation to spend time working on a film set in St
Petersburg in Russia. But what promises to be the coolest holiday ever quickly turns
deadly as a series of accidents threaten both cast and crew and Laura finds herself at
the centre of a lethal game. Could art be about to imitate life?
Experience the beginning of the Cold War--Book 4 in RENDEZVOUS WITH DESTINY!
In the RENDEZVOUS WITH DESTINY series, T. Davis Bunn has captured the drama
and reality of post-World War II Europe and North America. Readers have come to
know the men, women, and children who struggled to survive amid the incredible
devastation and chaos left in the war's aftermath. In Berlin Encounter, Bunn takes his
readers face to face with the Community tyranny and the potential for mass destruction
in Europe. Colonel Jake Burnes had never imagined himself a spy, but the acclaim he
garnered for rescuing a French resistance hero and bringing a traitor to justice led to a
more clandestine assignment. Now he must venture into the sector of Germany held by
the Red Army and secure the safe passage of two rocket scientists to the West. NATO
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intelligence assures him that nothing less than the balance of power in the post-war
world is at stake. But Jake is unaware that Russian spies have infiltrated this elite
group, jeopardizing his mission and life. Still in the pleasure of being a newlywed, his
wife Sally learns of the danger and rushes to warn Jake. But just as they are about to
flee from Berlin with the scientists, Stalin's stranglehold around the city tightens even
further. Now they must escape the notorious Berlin Blockade, or face certain death on
charges of espionage! Another compelling read in the RENDEZVOUS WITH DESTINY.

This book resumes the story of two Manhattan Project scientists after Hiroshima and
their quest to render all future nuclear warheads defunct once they have completed
twenty years in the stockpile. They succeed but only by engaging with the new Atomic
Energy Commission, the Truman Administration, and master spy Klaus Fuchs.
Ultimately President Obama must deal with the dilemma of a nation without nukes,
while trying to prevent one from going bang in his backyard.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the
modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital
technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM
is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
Includes a mid-December issue called Buyer guide edition.
Culled from out-of-print puzzle books, and edited by the kings of crosswords, this collection
contains puzzles of varying sizes and levels of difficulty. They have been revised and updated
to satisfy the needs and knowledge of today's solvers. The pages are perforated for easy
tearing out.
This collection explores Eurasianism and its interactions with and effects on political
discourses, identity debates, and popular culture.
Presents extended reviews of noteworthy books, short reviews, essays and articles on topics
and trends in publishing, literature, culture and the arts. Includes lists of best sellers (hardcover
and paperback).
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the United
States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session. The Congressional Record
began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The Debates
and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in
Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)

2-in-1 edition of the first two stories in the BLUE PETER AWARD-winning
mystery adventure series about 11-year-old ace detective, Laura Marlin. In
KENTUCKY THRILLER, Laura is ecstatic when her uncle agrees to let her keep
a horse after they rescue it from an overturned horsebox. But he has one
condition - before he will allow her to adopt it they have to find its former owner,
just to ensure that it hasn't been stolen. A visit to Newmarket to investigate the
thoroughbred's origins leads Laura to the Kentucky Derby in the US and deep
into the murky world of race-fixing. And in RENDEZVOUS IN RUSSIA, Laura,
Skye and Tariq are whirled into a breathtaking mystery adventure when they join
the film crew on the set of THE ARISTOCRATIC THIEF about an art heist that
could never be pulled off in real life. Or could it? Adventure and drama just seem
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to find Laura even when she's not looking for it.
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